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Love for the ectrtlo and love for you are loaning sncla a long
conversation in my heart.

Mary Oliver, “Thirst”
in God, Grace, and Creation: Annual Volumefor the College Theology
Society, ed., Philip J. Rossi, Orbis Books (May 2010): 43-58. Through nearly fifty years of poetry, Mary Oliver has under-

taken the task of loving nature as a deeply spiritual Work. The
spiritual nature of her Work has always been unconnected, at least
overtly, to formal religion. She has long been recognized instead
as one of those spiritually minded people who find it necessary
to reject formal religious concepts of God because of a profound
interest in nature? Anthony Manousos, one of the earliest critics
to Write about her poetry, explained her work in just such terms.
§I,Citing lines from Oliver’s poem “Favvn”—“Sunday morning
.-and mellow as metal / the church bells rang but I went I to the
vvjoods instead”—Manousos argues that “Ultimately, [Oliver’s]
Tlision of nature is celebratory and religious in the deepest sense.

. Nature is . . . where the poet can discover the joy and terror,
he sustaining truths and feelings that conventional religion and
iodern society seem unable to provide.“ Over the past several

‘ecades, many critics have echoed this sentiment.‘ But recently,
liver has taken several new directions, which gives occasion to
"assess the nature of spirituality in her Work. As the dust jacket

.11" her recent book Thirst puts it, there are “two new directions
the poet’s work . . . grief . . . and . . . faith. ”5
The grief comes with the death of Molly Malone Cook, Oliver’s

'ar_tner of forty years. And the faith, undoubtedly related to the
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hr. {an S irituality. She sees things, she says, for what‘ they are physically and for
er of an orthodox C is 1

{Pt Work in what else they are, maybe even spiritually: “Clouds are not onlyat 16
this vapor but shape, mobility, silky sacks of nourishing rain. The pear

orchard...is not only profit, but a paradise of light. ”“ The poem
tells of one dog who “adored flowers” and another who “loved
sunsets. ”12 The flowers, dogs, and sunsets are flowers, dogs, and
sunsets; but they are something more as well.” As ever before in
her work, what that something else is may or may not be able to
be put into words. As something new in her work, however, this

GE ives man poem also gives us theological reasons why natural things are
Words of the Lord,” Oliver tells the

readpr, Tl1;3leL;)r{:la§:)S1'§)f Wafltinlgl what they are, why they are something else as well, and why a
things, I so I have heard”? A few Pages

ategrfilostgi pificant to the poet might care to take notice.
“Christ to be E15 C1056 35 the “I033 1 ‘War’ 1. howegverj is O1'wer=5 The opening sentences of “Musical Notation: 1 ” tells us: “The
study of Christian theology and splritua it)’:

in Thirst informed physicality of the religious poets should not be taken idly. He or
new awareness of God that takes center stagefis and Exlpressed in she, who loves God, will look most deeply into His works.”” In
by these and other traditional religious

irnag Oliveps spirituality such a statement Oliver identifies herself as a religious poet or at
orthodox Christian W3Y§- Th“ mall)“ “$630 th and with tensions least in solidarity with religious poets. She also brings “physical-
before Thirst had primarily to do with t

,e Ciiistiafl spirituality in ity” into a specific relationship with “God.” The tension at this
on Earth; the primary theme of

E)l1verEE th 3, point is subtle but significant in light of Oliver’s earlier work;
Thirst is a tension between “ God and

h 1ark_' at S61EC, poems, whereas in much of her early work it may seem that “God” could
In what follows, I first show, throng 00

llgéod and Earth .1n be equated more or less with “Earth,” in this poem they are clearly
how 0liV91' articulate“ the lenslon bftwefin certain traditional only deeply related. The natural created things of Earth relate to
Thirst. Then, working recursivel , I ex?

ore}? otv: and k(,,;;.phatic—~— God as God’s “works.” Clouds, pears, flowers, dogs, sunsets, and
Christian concepts—-—the concepts of ZFJPOP 5“ I

Following that, I luna moths are what they are physically, metaphorically, and spiri—
are well suited for understanding this

tEI1u1OI1.betWeen God and tually because they are God’s “works,” made, owned, and cared
will discuss how Oliver engages fhfi P335103 for by God. Religious Poets “look most deeply into ” the earth, not. ' tistic
Earth through the act of P0e‘~TYa IIIOVIHS l3€Y011‘3l Expressing at - - because of their love for the earth per se, though indeed they do

. - ' '
T them in 3 generative Splrli ' cc * ' 73 cc

tllflfilflglcfll Pr;-:1“llil1“S Ito mififiggfigegsst that we can find in Tiflrsg love the earth such that their 1311}/S1cal1’fY should not be taken
tual practice. ina Y. C0 _ . . 1. t and 3 body of iCll}’,., Rather, religious poets “look most deeply into” the earth
3 model of a C0fltEfl1P01”M-Y

€C;?*l081C3l,SP
lrlflfillgliver as readers, because of, in light of, and through their love for God.

h which we ourse ves can Wm W‘ ’
poems thrfl‘-lg d d lovers of Ea1.th‘9 “Musical Notation: 1” presents the relationship between God
as spiritual seekers, and as lovers of Go all and the works of God only in terms of joy. But, of course, there

are complications inherent in loving one thing through loving
something else other than that thing. Another poem, one of several
long poems in Thirst deeply saturated with religious language,
speaks more pointedly to the more painful aspects of the tension.
“On Thy Wondrous Works I Will Meditate {Psalm 145) ” picks up
on the distinction between God and the works of God even in its
title. Oliver sets this poem on Earth, at the edge of Earth where
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“the ocean [is] a blue fire

the question at the core o

PAUL T. CORRIGAN

.”’i5 The fifth section speaks directly to

f the whole book:

So it is not hard to understand

where God’s body is, it is

everywhere and everything; shore and the vast

fields of water, the accidental and the intended

over here, over there. And I bow down

participate and attentive

it is so dense and apparent. All the same I am still

unsatisfied. Standing
here, now, I am thinking

not of His thick wrists and His blue

shoulders but, still, of Him. Where do you sup

pale and wonderful mind?”
pose, is His

Oliver points here in no uncertain terms to the tension between

God and Earth (or between God and God’s works), casting it this

time in terms of God and God’s body and, again, prioritizing not

God’s “thick wrists” or “blue shoulders” but God’s self beyond

these things.
She “bows down” at the “dense and apparent” presence of

God on Earth. But, “All the same,” she is “unsatisfied” with only

that part of God that the earth can contain. It seems that in her

earlier work, this kind presence, the “shore” and “vast fields of

water,” would have been more than enough to satisfy her, even

as they still
in this book. It

give her joy in this and other poems

is possible that this dissatisfaction is also present in her earlier

work, in the longing that many of those poems often express, but

nowhere is it stated as directly and clearly as it is here. Here, she

clearly wants something more, something deeper than the earth

alone can offer. Her dissatisfaction points to a desire for the deepest

reality of God's self. (In the choice of metaphors here, the “pale”

“mind” of God seems to stand in, paradoxically, for God’s self

only because it serves as a “lean” and “porous” image to contras

with God's concrete a

she asks, “is [God’s] I pale an

In another of the long poems in

rid earthy body)” “Where do you suppose;

d wonderful mind?”
Thirst, “Six Recognitions
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She also knows . . B_ H - min _ _ _ out I physicality, even as w
in that, somehow, we main

- h th orld.” _
begruillitflf a“iPi1eb:I1:1i:itieIi1tGDode:i:n“d Earth that Oliver expresses H1s tensio

_ — ~ - f 11 ms can
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that there is a tension between the two P 393

en Apophatic and KataphaticThe Tension betwe
hes to God and Earth

Understandings of and APP’-'03‘:

h l of Oliver’s work have well explored, Oliver has

lonfigisviibrliieadrsat the boundaries, intersections, .3I1Cl. tensions be-

tw en things most prominently the boundaries, intersections,
8 3 - d. h also in a relate

and tensions between nature
acllldliha Stelifa thboeligveen the soul and

manner, between the self an t e 0 BF:
f

_ HESS
he body between consciousness and the loss 0 conscious ,

t
d betviieen transcendence and irnrnanence.” Roxanne Harde,

an . — - -
. t ' ‘ American Primitive

for “’“‘“"““’ arglies that’
‘In Its

eI1i“i'ii_»:l Prize] encourelgfl 3
[the book for which Oliver won a 111 _
blurring of boundaries and sets forth a

fusiocp
of

selfland Illcéllgligi- * atura wor .
that leads to an enriching of tile hum“_"

“H H . h
Q estions of the boundaries, 1flt3r53'*7“0fl5= 3"“ tefismns’ I en’

u . . . . k‘ t alit in her wot .
have alwars been Central “D ‘1“.‘‘’“‘‘’‘’.‘’ 0‘

Sim uh “th a different
This continues to be the case in Thirst; ‘3 0118 W1

. - - 15
tension in qi1est1DI1-

In criticism about 0
'

ccof transcendence versus irninanen _ _ d- - ' ‘ for achievin transcen enee
attention. Some critics celebrate Oliver 3

. — * ,1 cha ter on “The
Pamdfimcafly tbfoflgh lmmimerlicfllilmth flanflrliflaxir

‘:1
Olifier ” for ex-

Nature of Transcendence in t e oetrY 0 3‘ 3, k
ample Todd Davis and Kenneth Womack suggest that

Oliver see he
something of an “animal transcendence” wherein ‘ the soul 11118 t

liver’s work before Thirst, it is the
questiorithat received the most critica
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literally take on both spiritual and physical characteristics.’’‘‘‘5

Others praise Oliver for seeking inimanence with nature ittsteed
of transcendence. For instance, Janet McNew argues that “The
transformation [Oliver] describes is the opposite of transcendence,
as it associates her with ‘lichens and seeds.’ ”-3” Commenting on
the p0eII1 "Hurr1pbacl«:s,” McNew sees Oliver choosing body over
soul: “Once again the ‘spirit’ shows a tendency to move slcyward
while the ‘bones,’ often her image for bodily quintessence, dive
downward into a singing, earthly communion. The odd thing
about this body/soul

configuration is that the soul’s yearnings ap-
pear both foolish and less genuinely visionary than the wise dreams
of the body.”"*3 Later she adds, “In Oliver’s ‘primitive’ world- . 3physicahty thus becomes the most visionary spirituality. “'3”

Still others celebrate Oliver’s ability to alternate between‘ im-
manence and transcendence. Douglas Burton—Christie agrees
with McNew about Oliver’s “singing, earthly comrnuinon” but
also finds a spiritual transcendence that is not “foolish” or “less
genuinely visionary. ”3” “In balancing. . . two seemingly divergent
impulses [letting nature be as it is and infusing it with higher mean-
lflgla he argl-135: “OliV'~‘-‘f €V01<eS 81 deeply integrated spirituality of
the ordinary, helping us
world, where nature, spirit and imagination rise together. ”3‘

Whichever side or sides these scholars see Oliver emphasizing
as she explores these tensions, the terms in which they frame
the tensions all share in common something different from the
terms that frame the primary tension in Thirst. The terms of
these tensions-—self and nature, body and soul immanence and5

transceridence—are contained within Earth and so are decid-
edly different from the terms of the tension between “God” andcc 5: ' . _ _Earth. With her movement into orthodox Christian language,
Ohver explores a new boundary. Invited to use theological terms
by Oliver’s own use of religious language, Isuggest that this new
tension between God and Earth can best be understood in terms
of the Christian concepts of the ttpoplmtic and the ketephetic. In
T/atrst, Oliver makes a clear distinction between “God’s body”
and God’s self. Belderi Lane explains that the “distinction between
God’s essence and God’s ‘place,’ the one wholly unknowable and
the other more accessible to human sensitivity, . _ recurs. flftfifl in
the [apophatic] tradition.”33
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Though many have written on the apophatic and kataphatic

traditions, increasingly in recent decades, I use Belden Lane’s de-

scription here because his project in his book The Solace ofPierce

Landscapes has to do with connecting the apophatic approach to

God with a spiritual engagement with the natural environment.”

As the negative way of apophatic spirituality means seeking God

“beyond images” and the positive way of kataphatic spirituality

means seeking God “through images,” the task of connecting

landscapes, which essentially are images, to the negative way

necessarily means struggling with the tension between apophatic

and lcataphatic realities. This is exactly what I see Oliver doing

in exploring the tension between God and Earth.

Lane explains that “Reaching beyond language, beyond the

capacity of the mind to entertain the divine mystery, [is] the chief

impulse of the apophatic tradition, both in theological method and

in the practice of a life of prayer. ”3"‘ It is exactly in this teaching

beyond language and the mind that Oliver joins in the apophatic

tradition when she says: “Of course I have always known you

I are present in the clouds . . . But you are present I too in the

body, listening to the body, I teaching it to live, instead of all I that

touching, with disembodied joy. ”35 The play between the phrases
“ in the body” and “disembodied joy ” serves as an instance of the

“twisted language of paradox and negation” that has necessarily

always characterized the apophatic tradition.“ —.

This newly articulated awareness of God in such traditional;

religious terms as beyond language, beyond sense, and beyond_{_

nature is what makes the tension between “God” and “Earth.

so different from the tensions that were her Primary focus i

earlier work. All of the terms of those tensions——self, nature, tran

scendence, irnrnanence—-are part of Earth, are kataphatic. Even-g

transcendence takes place as part of and within the boundaries

Earth, whether transcendence of the self into nature, into irnagin

tion, into higher consciousness, or into loss of consciousnessjfii

“the body of another. ”37" In Thirst, “Earth” consists of the natuii

world Oliver has loved so long, the faith tradition she has joinef

her partner of forty years, all of her poetry, and all other thing

“God” consists of God alone beyond all of the things of God

While in a sense there exists an inseparable chasm by ’

tion between the apophatic and the lrataphatic, and while?

We d - «
l_

o not do this easily. We haw,

alzfldvfo long In the hflavfifl of much
e * . . =

h ‘ linaintain
our mutability, 0111-

P ysica ity, even as we bggin to
apprehend the other vvorld_41

den Lane ‘points out that the 3 C, .
. h t ' -

2
oth a theological tradition 3113 air:d1_:_l71‘edition has always

1 t e tradition takes
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xplores the apophatic and the
and kataphatic in theological

52

both forms. Throughout Thirst she e

relationship between the apophatic

terms, as we have seen. However, for her, in addition to whatever

else poetry might be, it is also, even primarily, a spiritual practice.

Thus in the performance note to a recent recording of her poems,

released the same year as
prayer. ”’ ‘*3

In a poem, for instance, like ‘“ On Thy Wondrous ‘Works IWill

Meditate (Psalm 145),” as she stands on the beach or sits at her

desk thinking of the beach, asking “Where do you suppose is

[God’s] pale and wonderful mind?” she both articulates a theo-

logical tension and engages that tension in practice through acts

of reflecting, vvriting, and listening. In “Six Recognitions of the

Lord,” Oliver describes such a practice as “the dialogue I Of our

lives that is beyond all under~ / standing or conclusion . . . mystery

I . . . the love of God . . . obedience.”““ In the last poem of Thirst,

itself a prayer, Oliver calls the practice a “ long conversation.” She

says to God: “Love for the earth and love for you are having such

a long conversation in my heart.””‘5
At times this “conversation” means an active artistic and intel~

lectual exploration. At other times it is not a conversation with any

words but a simple presence with both God and the Earth. In some

of her poems Oliver refers to these times of silence, but they take

place at the margins of the poems, at the places where the poems

end, and outside of the poems all together. The conversation takes

place Walking, watching birds, looking at flowers, reflecting on

them as they are, reflecting on “what else they are,” lying down

in the grass, writing poems, offering prayers, and sitting still.

Such long conversations that take place equally “in the heart”

as on the page or by an ocean and that, like lectio divin.-st, are

largely kataphatic vvork concerned with the apophatic realities

of God, are integral to the practice of a Christian spirituality

that would engage both the apophatic and the kataphatic. As one

mystic put it: “ [The spiritual life] exhibits rightful contact with

and renunciation of the Particular and Fleeting; and with this ever

seeks and finds the Eternal—-deepening and incarnating in its own

experience this transcendent otherness. . . .”“5 Taking part in such

a tradition, Oliver names an “unsatisfaction” with God’s body

while maintaining that “those who love God look most deeply

Thirst, Oliver exclaims that “Poetry is
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that leads through Earth to God and back to Earth. I-Ier practice
of sustaining tension, wanting to pass beyond all created things
and wanting still to remain in the created world, aims precisely at
the kind of transformation of which Frohlich speaks.

In this way, though Oliver has long modeled a non-religious
kataphatic spirituality deeply engaged with the environment,
she now contributes a contemporary expression of an orthodox
apophatic spirituality deeply engaged with the environment. En-
gaging the apophatic tradition and the tension between apophatic
and kataphatic ways as she does, Mary Oliver offers something
significant to the study of Christian spirituality and, more broadly,
to readers who feel deeply committed to both God and the Earth
and who may themselves have come face to face with the limits
of this world.
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